




Q: Who would you say is the major influence
behind your decision in choosing an academic
career path?

A: My beloved father was. He instilled in me that
academia would be a respectable profession and
that one should be humble and open-minded
to continuing learning, as knowledge is forever
dynamic. Other influences came from my former
Chair of the Advanced Program in Endodontic
at University of Pennsylvania, Professor Leif Tronstad
and the former Dean of Chulalongkorn University,
Professor Khunying Petchara Techakampuch. They
had respectively brainwashed and ‘hijacked’ me
into the academia.

Q: What do you think is the biggest challenge for
researchers / research in the dental school today?

A: One of the biggest challenges is for the Faculty
researchers to compete strategically for external
research funds. The implication is for PIs to identify
the unique research area/s in Dentistry that can
significantly advance the mission of improving oral
health which ultimately impact on the holistic well-
being, and is a critical indicator of quality of life. The
other challenge seems to be universal and this is about
recruiting, retaining and renewal of research talents.
An institution is as good as the people it embraces.

Q: What do you hope to achieve for the school as Vice
Dean of Research?

A: Under Dean’s leadership and the concerted effort of
colleagues and students, Faculty hopes to cultivate a
vibrant research culture and engineer an incubator for
more scientific discoveries in Dentistry. The role tasked of
the Vice Dean [Research] is to facilitate and propel the
Faculty in pursuit of research excellence as well as to sustain
the research capabilities to attain a greater newer paradigm.

Q: In your view, how would the research landscape in
Singapore change in the next 10 years and how would that
affect the dental school?  Please share with us any interesting
developments that you may envisage and your advice for
the dental graduate who is thinking about research as
a career.

A: The research landscape has been amazingly fast-evolving. NUS
is currently on the express way to building a global knowledge
enterprise, paralleling to the nation’s initiatives in creating talent
base and intellectual capital necessary for economic
transformation. Our president has also envisioned our university
to be a place of promise for G-10-10. Faculty would have to
ride on this tide with globally-impactful research to position its
research standing. To the dental graduate who is considering
research as a career, given Singapore’s commitment to substantial
increase in R&D budget in the quest to build global research
excellence and the robust mechanisms for fast-tracking research
pathway, do leverage on these unprecedented opportunities.
There are open invitations for you to come join the crew and
together, chart the future.




























